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Adaptive Management Program:
What is it?

Adaptive Management is…
…the use of evidence-based data and best scientific 

knowledge…
…to improve management and programmatic actions 

and…
…reduce the uncertainty inherent in those actions.

For the MSHCP, Adaptive Management is also…
…transparent and accountable, and …
…relevant to and focused on MSHCP-scaled 

questions.



Adaptive Management Program:
Who is it?

• Science Advisor

• DCP Staff

• Agency Experts

• Academics

• Land Managers

• Decision Makers

Who is part of the MSHCP Adaptive Management 
Program?

&  All Symposium Participants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By attending and participating in the question/answer periods, poster session and panel discussion you are all part of the Adaptive Management Program today.  



Adaptive Management Program:
What Do We Do?

What are the purposes of  the MSHCP Adaptive 
Management Program?
•Meeting Permit Obligations

•Increasing Effectiveness

•Reducing Uncertainty

•Increasing Transparency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next slides I’ll describe to you what we have done to achieve these outcomes in the last year.



Adaptive Management Program:
Meeting Permit Obligations

Meeting Permit Obligations
– Independent, science-based advisor
– Track

• Land use trends
• Habitat loss
• Species status
• Effectiveness of mitigation

– Science Advisor recommendations for future 
implementation

Products: 
Adaptive Management Reports
Science-based Implementation Plan & Budget Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MSHCP plan, permit and biological opinion define specific actions and questions the AMP must address.We must have an independent Science Advisor contractor.We address the additional actions by asking Science Advisor to review and assess the available data every other year and produce a biennial Adaptive Management Report and their science-based recommendations for the next Implementation Plan and Budget.  The last Adaptive Management Report was produced in 2010, and we received recommendations for the 2011-2013 biennium in 2010 as well.



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Effectiveness

Increasing Effectiveness
– Peer reviews  

• Formal review of a document and/or dataset by a 
peer, resulting in written comments and 
suggestions

• Review of symposium presentations
• Reduce any perceived conflicts of interest
• Focused questions
• Strict deadline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AMP also helps with other questions about the most effective way to do our work and provides peer review.USGS – for most products; other experts review USGS and Science Advisor’s products.Formal review of a document and/or dataset by a peer, resulting in written comments and suggestions.Review of symposium presentations.Peer reviewers must be from another agency than project’s primary investigator and co-investigators.Reviewers are provided questions to focus the review. (standard questions are on the AMP poster)Provide reviewer a stipend in exchange for a strict deadline to return the written review comments.



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Effectiveness

Increasing Effectiveness
– Peer reviews  

• Written comments provided to 
authors/presenters

• Comments addressed in final 
products

• DCP uses for future project 
design

Products:
Written peer reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Written comments provided to authors/presenters. (14 in past year + 111 review forms from the 2010 symposium presentations)Require the comments be addressed in final products, if practicable.Comments also used by DCP staff in contract management and future project designs, updating our standard forms and practices as needed.Starting to review Methods in great detail, not just final reportsFor those who have experience in our or other peer review systems, I welcome your suggestions and feedback!



Adaptive Management Program: 
Increasing Effectiveness

Increasing Effectiveness
– Monitoring Evaluation 

and Design
Desert Tortoise Protocol
• Occupancy Sampling
• Anonymous peer review through 

USGS
• Pilot test at full scale in the Boulder 

City Conservation Easement

Products:
Monitoring tailored to MSHCP-scale questions

Occupancy Estimation and 
Modeling (2005) MacKenzie
et. al.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As MSHCP implementation moves to focus on the reserve lands and addressing questions relevant to the scale of those areas, the AMP is following Science Advisor recommendations to assess current monitoring programs for their utility, and if necessary designing new protocols.Occupancy sampling is somewhat like measuring hotel occupancy rates, if the reserves are like a hotel that has long term guests, staying for 30 years or more.  ?At what rate is the BCCE being occupied or used by desert tortoise? 90%, 50%, 20%?  Does that change over time?  Does that use rate and spatial pattern appear to be correlated with habitat, threat or management actions? (see DT Monitoring poster for more details)



Adaptive Management Program: 
Increasing Effectiveness

Increasing Effectiveness
– Science Advice

• Ongoing regular involvement
• Subcontracts with other 

experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have structured the Science Advisor contracts to allow for regular meetings to discuss the ongoing tasks of the MSHCP and Science Advisor, and any new questions that arise.We also have the flexibility in the contract and allocated budget to address major new analyses or design needs, and Science Advisor can bring on subcontractors or staff to address any of the above.  



Adaptive Management Program: 
Increasing Effectiveness

Increasing Effectiveness
– Monitor effectiveness of 

specific conservation 
actions

Products:
Effectiveness Monitoring data and final reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AMP also uses the outcomes of MSHCP and other projects to make recommendations to increase the effectiveness of future projects.  For instance, in the last year, two projects to address the effectiveness of riparian vegetation and weed management have wrapped up.  One was led by TNC in the Muddy River, and the second was led by UCSB in the Virgin River. Both projects focused on weed removal treatments and restoration of native riparian species to assist with habitat improvements for riparian bird species, like SW Willow Flycatcher. Dr. Dudley will provide more information on the UCSB work later in the day. Other ongoing projects that are gathering data and testing actions to improve conservation outcomes will present later today.Products of these efforts include the data and final reports from these projects



Adaptive Management Program: 
Reducing Uncertainty

Reducing Uncertainty Using 
the Available Data
– Species monitoring and habitat 

modeling projects
– New, County-wide 

geomorphology and vegetation 
cover datasets from University 
of Nevada Reno

– MSHCP project data and data 
from external sources

Summer Tanager habitat 
model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the last symposium in August 2010, seven of MSHCP monitoring and modeling projects were completed, updating models for 19 species. Bird model work is presented in a poster today.   BLM also updated the models for several rare plant species, and USGS published their Desert Tortoise Mojave Population habitat model.  UNR also recently completed a new County data coverage for geomorphology and vegetation cover. (see posters for more details)We are using these models and data in our daily work, they were shared with State and Federal agencies, and they were used in permit amendment analyses.Overall, our dataset size and storage has increased by 10Gb of data from project we funded, and by 27 GB overall.  Our IT staff would be thrilled to know that our GIS data is taking up only 112 GB of space.



Adaptive Management Program: 
Reducing Uncertainty

Reducing Uncertainty Using the Available Data
– Upgrade and updates to Species Status Database

• Catalogs the available species data for faster analyses 
and data sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Science Advisor recently upgraded and updated the Species Status Database developed by DRI to include many more species datasets, and generated a new user’s manual (copy with the AMP poster).  As you will recall, this database catalogs an assessment of each available dataset’s utility for species status tracking.  This database is used by AMP and Science Advisor when we have questions about the species, to help us quickly understand which raw datasets will be most helpful in the analyses.  (see AMP poster for more details)The process of revising the database and reviewing the datasets has helped us design better monitoring projects and make better decisions about the likely return on investment to reduce uncertainties.



Adaptive Management Program: 
Reducing Uncertainty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working over last year with Central IT department to develop a data viewer for use by staff for our reserve areas.  This view shows a corner of the BCCE near 95 and Nelson Road.  Open and closed roads, signs, highways, boundary and transmission line ROWs.   Goal of this tool is to allow DCP staff to view and print working maps for field work that does not require ArcGIS licenses or training.  Will allow for more efficient site visit preparation.Staff are also building data dictionaries to update and enhance these datasets in the field – are using lessons learned by the Southern Nevada Agency Partnership members to increase our effectiveness and efficiency.



Adaptive Management Program: 
Reducing Uncertainty

Reducing Uncertainty Using the Available Data
– GIS support 

• MSHCP product /design review 
and Adaptive Management 
analyses

• Property acquisitions
• Reviews of proposed third party 

projects on reserve areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, because so much of the MSHCP work has taken place on public lands, or in areas attractive to power production, transmission, racing and other uses, we review and frequently comment on third party proposals for uses of the reserve lands. (for instance, BCCE – see poster for more details)  The data are used to highlight potential species or habitat concerns and to provide polygons of our reserve areas to third party proponents.  We often request and receive the species survey data for projects on or near reserve areas. 



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Transparency

Transparency and Accessibility of Products
– Symposia

• Annual, open to public
• Presentations made available on website

Products:
This symposium, archives of 
presentations, written review 
comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 2006, in all years except 2007, the program has held a public symposium to highlight and discuss the program’s mitigation efforts.  Each symposium has included peer reviewers.



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Transparency

Transparency and Accessibility of Products
– Summarizing implementation status

• 604 conservation actions plus permit requirements
• Tabular
• Updates ongoing

Products:
Databases and summary reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tables showing conservation actions taken, threats addressed, species and ecosystems that likely benefited.



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Transparency

Transparency and 
Accessibility of Products
– Digitizing products of older 

projects
• Completed in 2011

– Putting MSHCP products 
on the web

• Ongoing
• New format

http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/depts/dcp/Pages/default.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the last year, DCP has scanned and archived past project materials. Many of the final reports are now on the website for view or download.  Cards with the website address are on the back table.



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Transparency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a close up view of the DCP Reports webpage.  It has been reorganized recently by topics.  If you haven’t visited in a while, it contains a wealth of information about our program’s efforts.



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Transparency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will continue to add new and past project reports.  



Adaptive Management Program:
Increasing Transparency

Transparency and Accessibility of Products
– Data sharing with agencies

• Sharing species data and reports
• Participating in Recovery Implementation Teams

Bill Horn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We share our data and reports regularly with State and Federal agencies.  Participate in Muddy River and Virgin River recovery teams, Relict Leopard Frog team, and look forward to formation of the Desert Tortoise Recovery Implementation Teams.



Adaptive Management Program:
What Will We Do Next?

Future
– More of the same and…
– Design monitoring for vegetation and threats 

on reserves
– Reserve lands management planning 

assistance
– Last two years, low levels of habitat loss under 

MSHCP
• No Adaptive Management Report in 2012
• Will use 2010 report for 2013-2015 biennium planning
• Can request similar Science Advisor analyses and 

recommendations if situation changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What will we do in the next year?  More of the same and Continuous improvement of monitoring protocolsDeveloping MSHCP-scale monitoring for vegetation and threats on reservesReserve lands management planning assistanceLast 2 years, low levels of habitat loss under MSHCPNo Adaptive Management Report in 2012Will use 2010 report for 2013-2015 biennium



Questions?

Reports can be found on:
http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/depts/dcp/Pages/default.aspx 

Adaptive Management Program funded by: 
–MSHCP Mitigation Fee Section 10 funds  (2009-CC-801)
–Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act, Round 6  (2005-CC-574)
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